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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The City of Winchester Emergency Management Department 2022-2025 Strategic Plan
provides a framework for supporting the community before, during, and after disasters and
improving the agency’s execution of its fundamental mission to provide a safe and resilient
community for all residents. From 2022 to 2025, EMD will focus on three main strategic goals
and will facilitate progress through 11 supporting strategic objectives. These objectives will
highlight meaningful ways the EMD identifies communication, coordination, and collaboration
with community stakeholders, and prepares them to respond to and recover from disasters
while standardizing the delivery of the city emergency management program.

STRATEGIC GOAL 1:
BUILD A CULTURE OF PREPAREDNESS

Strategic Goal 1 promotes the idea that everyone should be prepared
when a disaster strikes. The EMD will focus on preparing and engaging
residents, schools, partners, and city agencies in disaster
preparedness by identifying and communicating risks, fostering
partnerships, and focusing on investments to build and sustain
capabilities to reduce disaster risk.

STRATEGIC GOAL 2:
ENSURE READINESS TO RESPOND

Strategic Goal 2 builds on preparedness activities from Strategic Goal
1 and focuses on enhancing readiness to respond to disasters. The
readiness of our community depends on emergency management
professionals who can effectively coordinate disaster response
activities and deliver consistent emergency services. The EMD will
focus on building a competent incident workforce through training and
exercises, improving continuity of operations through planning, and
ensuring continuous situational awareness and a common operating
picture.

STRATEGIC GOAL 3:
STANDARDIZE THE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM

Strategic Goal 3 promotes the standardization of the emergency
management program by developing plans, policies, and procedures
that are consistent with national standards, updating local resource
management procedures, and ensuring disaster recovery plans and
procedures are in place.
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INTRODUCTION
The City of Winchester Emergency Management Department (EMD) is responsible for fulfilling
the local government role of preparing the community for disasters, coordinating emergency
response activities that exceed day-to-day resources, coordinating emergency management
mutual aid requests, maintaining a functional Emergency Operations Center (EOC), and
facilitating communications between local government and the State. Additionally, the EMD
provides governance for the city radio communications system and the Small Unmanned
Aircraft Systems (sUAS) program. The goals and objectives identified in this Strategic Plan are
supported in the City of Winchester 2021-2026 Strategic Plan, Goal #3: ‘Strengthening
Winchester to foster a safe, healthy, and diverse community.’

Through effective emergency management
practices, create a safe community that is
resilient to disaster by fostering public
awareness and valuable partnerships.

Mission
Statement

2022-2025

Vision

To provide a safe and resilient city through
communication, coordination, and
collaboration for protecting lives, property, and
the environment, by using the whole
community approach of preparing, planning,
mitigating, responding to, and recovering from
disasters.
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FOUNDATION FOR THE STRATEGIC PLAN
This Strategic Plan outlines the goals and objectives the EMD must implement to strengthen the
agency and carry out its mission. The 2022-2025 Strategic Plan will leverage the FEMA concepts
of the ‘whole community’ by building a culture of preparedness, engaging partners and
stakeholders in the process, and ensuring the capabilities of the emergency management
program are sustainable into the future.

STAKEHOLDER INPUT

PLAN
DEVELOPMENT

Ongoing feedback from executive leadership, community
stakeholders, and EOC Management Team members
was gathered from after-action reports, meetings, and
training feedback evaluation forms and used to develop
this Strategic Plan.

After-action Reports
Stakeholder Meetings
Training Evaluation Forms
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STRATEGIC GOAL 1:
BUILD A CULTURE
OF PREPAREDNESS
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
1.1
Promote Community Preparedness for Disasters
The EMD will partner with external stakeholders to establish a
coalition of Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster (VOAD)
to prepare for and recover from disasters. EMD will engage
residents and families in disaster preparedness activities and
outreach engagements.
1.2
Identify and Communicate Disaster Risk
The EMD will collaborate with city schools and internal agency
partners to conduct a thorough hazard and risk assessment.
This information will be used as the basis for planning and
equipping the EMD and partner agencies with the information
and tools needed to reduce disaster risk and increase disaster
resilience.
1.3
Build and Sustain Community Partnerships
The EMD will work with community stakeholders to develop
agreements for mutual aid, facilitate discussions regarding
preparedness planning, and attend emergency management
training and conferences to stay up to date with the most
current practices for disaster preparedness.
1.4
Improve Community Resilience to Disaster
The EMD will make strategic investments using disaster
preparedness funding to reduce disaster risk, build community
resilience to disasters, and sustain and enhance capabilities to
prepare for, respond to, and recover from disasters.
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“Without continual
growth and progress,
such words as
improvement,
achievement, and
success have no
meaning.”
- Ben Franklin
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES
STRATEGIC GOAL 1: BUILD A CULTURE OF PREPAREDNESS

YEAR 1
2022-2023

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VOAD development with existing and new stakeholders
Conducted THIRA with community partners
Increased number of outreach engagements (i.e., meetings, events)
Reviewed existing and develop new MOUs with community partners
Increased number of preparedness plans updated/developed
Redesigned EMD webpage for community preparedness messages
Conducted consistent community warning and alerting tests
Increased the number of Public Service Announcements (PSA)

Increased VOAD coalition membership; quarterly meetings held
Hazard Mitigation Plan updated from THIRA
Increased number of MOUs with partner agencies
Increased number of outreach engagements (i.e., meetings, events)
Increased number of preparedness plans updated/developed
Refreshed EMD webpage for relevance
Conducted consistent community warning and alerting tests
Increased the number of Public Service Announcements (PSA)

YEAR 3
2024-2025

2022-2025

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

YEAR 2

2023-2024

Increased VOAD coalition membership; quarterly meetings held
Hazard Mitigation Plan updated and reviewed by VDEM Planning
Increased number of MOUs with partner agencies
Increased number of outreach engagements (i.e., meetings, events)
Increased number of preparedness plans updated/developed.
Refreshed EMD webpage for relevance
Conducted consistent community warning and alerting tests
Increased the number of Public Service Announcements (PSA)
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STRATEGIC GOAL 2:
ENSURE READINESS
TO RESPOND
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
2.1

Build and Sustain a Competent Incident
Response Workforce
The EMD will organize the best scalable and capable incident
workforce by providing training and exercise opportunities that
will progressively challenge and develop skills and promote
credentialing of the incident workforce.
2.2

“Opportunity is missed
by most people
because it is dressed in
overalls and looks like
work.”
-Thomas Edison

2022-2025

Improve Continuity of Operations and Resilient
Communication Systems

The EMD will improve continuity of operations planning (COOP)
by updating city agency plans. The EMD will also make
strategic investments to enhance the interoperability of the
city’s disaster cache and redundant communications systems.
In addition, the EMD will ensure the primary and alternate
EOCs are always in a state of readiness by updating
technology and standard operating procedures.
2.3

Enhance Situational Awareness and Common
Operating Picture
The EMD will enhance situational awareness and a common
operating picture by integrating data systems within the EOC to
develop intelligence dashboards that provide oversight of risks,
threats, and assigned resources. Data systems such as
WebEOC, Crisis Track, Everbridge, and ArcGIS will be used to
assist with making decisions regarding incident response
strategies and local resource allocation.
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES
STRATEGIC GOAL 2: ENSURE READINESS TO RESPOND

YEAR 1
2022-2023

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Updated EOC line of succession for personnel
Increased number of training and exercise opportunities
Updated the Multi-Year Training Exercise Plan
Updated agency COOP plans; increased number of plans updated
Completed 100% of identified After-Action Items
Assessed data systems that can be integrated into the EOC
The city sUAS program was in a state of readiness
Radio communication capability was at 100%

Updated the EOC line of succession for personnel
Increased number of credentialed EOC personnel
Updated the Multi-Year Training Exercise Plan
Updated agency COOP plans; increased number of plans updated
Completed 100% of identified After-Action Items
Assessed data systems that can be integrated into the EOC
The city sUAS program was in a state of readiness
Radio communication capability was at 100%

YEAR 3
2024-2025

2022-2025

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

YEAR 2

2023-2024

Updated the EOC line of succession for personnel
Increased number of credentialed EOC personnel
Updated the Multi-Year Training Exercise Plan
Updated agency COOP plans; increased number of plans updated
Completed 100% of identified After-Action Items
Assessed data systems that can be integrated into the EOC
The city sUAS program was in a state of readiness
Radio communication capability was at 100%
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STRATEGIC GOAL 3:
STANDARDIZE THE EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
3.1

Improve Records Management Policies and
Procedures
The EMD will establish records management policies and
practices that support data/record retention standards and
ensures the long-term sustainment of the emergency
management program.
3.2

Document Local Resource Management Practices
and Incident Personnel Training Standards
The EMD will update the training and qualification standards for
EOC, JIC, and elected or appointed officials and publish the
new training standards. The EMD will also standardize the
process to identify and track resources in real-time. In addition,
the EMD will update policy and procedures for requesting and
deploying resources.
3.3

Align the Emergency Management Program with
National Standards
The EMD will align the Emergency Management program with
national standards. The EMD will assess readiness for
accreditation and implement changes to align the program with
national standards.

“By working together,
pooling our resources,
and building on our
strengths, we can
accomplish great
things”
-Ronald Reagan

3.4

Develop Disaster Recovery Plans, Policies, and
Procedures
The EMD will develop a robust disaster recovery program. The
EMD will develop plans, policies, and procedures for
implementing disaster recovery activities and ensuring current
practices align with best practices for disaster cost and
community recovery.

2022-2025
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES
STRATEGIC GOAL 3: STANDARDIZE THE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

•
•

YEAR 1
2022-2023

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Office records identified and records management plan outlined
Training requirements for EOC, JIC, and Elected/Appointed Officials
updated
Reviewed and update the city NIMS compliance plan
Accreditation Coordinator assigned and EMD personnel trained to
national standards
Policy and procedures identified to track disaster costs for recovery

Records management plans, policies, and procedures developed
Records management system identified and implemented
Increased NIMS workforce compliance to 70%
Policy and procedures developed for resource management
Emergency Management program accreditation assessment completed
Cost recovery documentation standards developed
Policy and procedures developed for disaster cost recovery

•
•

YEAR 3
2024-2025

•
•
•
•

2022-2025

YEAR 2

2023-2024

Records management system sustained with policy and procedures
Resources inventoried and credentialed personnel cataloged by
department
Increased NIMS workforce compliance to 70%
EMD program operating at national standard and is ready to apply for
accreditation review
EMD 2025-2028 strategic plan drafted
City of Winchester Recovery Plan developed/drafted
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IMPLEMENTATION AND MAINTENANCE
The 2022-2025 Emergency Management Strategic Plan contains strategic goals and objectives
designed to drive the agency’s actions over the next three years. To ensure that meaningful action
is taken to achieve these priorities, the EMD has identified performance measures and
milestones that will track the progress of the emergency management program and provide
insight into the success of the program in achieving the results.

IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE
This Strategic Plan will be implemented on July 1, 2022, and the performance period will end on
June 30, 2025.

EVALUATION SCHEDULE
This Strategic Plan will be reviewed annually at the beginning of the last quarter of the current
fiscal year. The next review is scheduled to begin in April 2023. An annual performance report
will be produced by the Emergency Management Coordinator and will measure performance
based on criteria established in this Strategic Plan. The review process will include the
following year’s milestones.

REVISION AND UPDATE SCHEDULE
This Strategic Plan will be revised at the end of the performance period, in 2025.

“People with goals
succeed because they
know where they are
going.”
-Earl Nightingale

2022-2025
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CONCLUSION
This Strategic Plan is not only the EMD program’s path forward, but also describes a future state
to which the entire emergency management community may collectively aspire. When achieved,
it will change the way the EMD does business and improve the support it provides to the
community of Winchester before, during, and after disasters. With this Strategic Plan, we have
set achievable goals and laid the groundwork for how they will be completed over the next three
years and sustained into the future.
The EMD provides a total commitment to providing front-line support to city departments, local
jurisdictions, partners, and residents during times of greatest need. This Strategic Plan presents
an outstanding opportunity for the EMD to improve by standardizing processes, strengthening
our incident workforce, and building and sustaining new and stronger partnerships with the whole
community. In this, the EMD will achieve its mission to provide a safe and resilient community
through emergency management and coordination within the City of Winchester to protect lives,
property, and the environment, by preparing, planning, mitigating, responding to, and recovering
from disasters and emergencies.

“To improve is to
change: to be
perfect is to
change often.”
-Winston Churchill

.

2022-2025
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APPENDIX A: YEAR ONE MILESTONES
STRATEGIC GOAL 1: BUILD A CULTURE OF PREPAREDNESS
Report Period
July 1, 2022 – June 30, 2023
Objective 1.1: Promote Community Preparedness for Disasters
Milestones

Date

Complete
Y/N

Date

Complete
Y/N

Date

Complete
Y/N

Date

Complete
Y/N

Reaffirm the United Way VOAD MOU with stakeholders
Develop outreach presentations for various audiences
Update the EMD webpage for relevant preparedness information
Develop and promote the Winchester Alert notification system
Identify new and update existing Everbridge notification groups

Objective 1.2: Identify and Communicate Disaster Risk
Milestones
Participate in updating the NSVRC 5-Year Hazard Mitigation Plan
Review and update the Winchester/Frederick SARA Title III Response Plan
Create a Threat and Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment (THIRA)
Update the EMD webpage for updated risk documents
Develop a plan for seasonal PSAs through city social media outlets

Objective 1.3: Build and Sustain Community Partnerships
Milestones
Participate in (1) quarterly (Jul-Sep) outreach event (i.e. meeting, exercise)
Participate in (1) quarterly (Oct-Dec) outreach event (i.e. meeting, exercise)
Participate in (1) quarterly (Jan-Mar) outreach event (i.e. meeting, exercise)
Participate in (1) quarterly (Apr-Jun) outreach event (i.e. meeting, exercise)
Establish a mutual aid agreement with sub-region 2 jurisdictions
Establish an MOU with Shenandoah University for mass care sheltering

Objective 1.4: Improve Community Resilience to Disaster
Milestones
Submit the FY2022 LEMPG application
Submit the FY2023 SHSP application for identified projects
Seek additional preparedness grant projects
Procure and implement grant funding initiatives
Conduct warning and alerting tests with the community
Apply to the NWS to be a Storm Ready Community
Work with WPS to secure funding for citywide weather stations

2022-2025
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APPENDIX A: YEAR ONE MILESTONES
STRATEGIC GOAL 2: ENSURE READINESS TO RESPOND
Report Period
July 1, 2022 – June 30, 2023
Objective 2.1: Build and Sustain a Competent Incident Response Workforce
Milestones

Date

Review and update the EOP by the end of the fiscal year
Reconcile and update the EOC line of succession for personnel
Recruit at least (4) new EOC personnel
Develop a multi-year training/exercise plan
Host at least (2) training or exercise events for EOC personnel
Develop ESF positional checklists
Host (1) Remote Pilot 101 course for city personnel
Deliver monthly sUAS proficiency training to Remote Pilots

Complete
Y/N

Objective 2.2: Improve Continuity of Operations and Resilient Communication
Systems
Milestones

Date

Update the COG plan in the EOP
Conduct at least (2) COOP planning workshops or meetings
Update at least (2) city department COOPs
Conduct monthly mass notification system tests for iPAWS
Conduct quarterly Everbridge notification tests with confirmation
Complete a quarterly EOC readiness checklist (Jul-Oct-Jan-Apr)
Complete 100% of identified AAR items from exercises or events
Conduct quarterly radio communication system updates
Review existing and identify new equipment maintenance contracts

Complete
Y/N

Objective 2.3: Enhance Situational Awareness and Common Operating Picture
Milestones
Document the data systems used in the EOC
Develop an EOC operations plan
Inventory disaster equipment and supplies
Identify additional needed resources for establishing a local disaster cache
Procure upgraded radio communication equipment for public safety

2022-2025
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APPENDIX A: YEAR ONE MILESTONES
STRATEGIC GOAL 3: STANDARDIZE THE EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Report Period
July 1, 2022 – June 30, 2023
Objective 3.1: Improve Records Management Policies and Procedures
Milestones

Date

Identify and document office records (data and hardcopy)
Draft a records management plan
Review Library of Virginia data and document retention requirements
Develop a hierarchy for electronic data with contingency for loss

Complete
Y/N

Objective 3.2: Document Local Resources Management Practices and Incident
Personnel Training Standards
Milestones

Date

Update the NIMS compliance plan for all city departments
Update the minimum training standards for EOC personnel
Update the minimum training standards for JIC personnel
Update the minimum training standards for Elected/Appointed Officials
Host an in-person ICS-300 class
Implement NeoGOV for delivering online NIMS courses

Complete
Y/N

Objective 3.3: Align the Emergency Management Program with National Standards
Milestones

Date

Assign an Accreditation Manager and document by letter of appointment
Complete the accreditation EMAP standards training
Complete an EMAP gap analysis
Complete an EMAP overview training for all Emergency Management
personnel

Complete
Y/N

Objective 3.4: Develop Disaster Recovery Plans, Policies, and Procedures
Milestones
Update the EOP Recovery ESF Annex to include EMAP-required content
Conduct Crisis Track training for Zoning and Inspections
Draft local procedures for conducting damage assessments during disaster
Review and update debris management plan with Public Services

2022-2025
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